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ABSTRACT 
 
Participatory Sensing is the concept of distributed data collection by self-selected participants. 
By exploiting latest technology's smart devices, a large number of valuable information can be 
collected through embedded sensors and also be uploaded using provided services. 
Environmental measurements such as temperature or pollution, while also real-time data 
considering products information (i.e. prices, availability, offers), can be provided through such 
a framework. This thesis presents the NITOS [28] mobile framework for data collection which 
exploits vehicles moving around in a city. The overall framework is consisted of two main parts: 
the NITOS mobile sensing device and the Road Side Units (RSU). NITOS mobile devices are able 
to be mounted on vehicles and they collect measurements as the vehicle moves around. Such 
measurements are environmental measurements as temperature, humidity and light intensity. 
Moreover, through a GPS device [19] which is mounted on the platform the mobile device 
records the coordinates of the vehicle for each measurement. Alongside, the speed of the 
vehicle, the number of satellites, the direction and the vehicle’s height above the sea are also 
be stored. In addition an Arduino compatible Wi-Fi interface [1] is used, configured to operate 
in monitor mode, so as to collect available Wi-Fi network's characteristics, such as SSID names, 
Received Signal Strength (RSS), as well as the encryption supported from each captured 
network. The mobile sensing device for each block of measurements reports the exact time and 
date they have been obtained. All the aforementioned measurements are locally logged in the 
available micro SD card. In this way, the device can store endless measurements, as well as 
keep them safe while it is switched off. The device must be aware of whether the vehicle is 
moving or not, in order to turn its operation into sleep mode to save energy. To this aim, NITOS 
sensing device exploits an analog vibration sensor [21] that reports the state of the vehicle. 
When the vehicle is not moving for a particular period of time, the device stops the monitoring 
procedure and turns off sensor's operation, for energy saving. Respectively, when the vehicle 
starts moving, enables the data acquisition. RSUs are gateway nodes distributedly deployed, in 
order to provide connectivity to the NITOS mobile sensing devices. When the mobile device is in 
the range of a RSU, opens a TCP connection with it and uploads the collected measurements. 
The RSU collects and parses the measurements and finally saves them to a specific database in 
NITOS server for future usage. Experimenters are able to view the collected measurements 
through a friendly web interface which is provided. This web interface visualize the 
measurements through a variety of Google maps [27]. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Internet of Things (IoT) 
 
The last few years, the term Internet of Things (IoT for short) is mentioned more and more. In 
addition, many are them who support that IoT will be the future form of networking. But what 
exactly the term “Internet of Things” means? There are many definitions about this term. These 
definitions could be summarized in the following paragraph 
Internet of Things (IoT) is an integrated part of Future Internet and could be defined as a 
dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and 
interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual ‘things’ have identities, 
physical attributes and virtual personalities. They use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly 
integrated into the information network. In the Internet of Things, ‘things’ are expected to 
become active participants in business, information and social processes where they are 
enabled to interact and communicate among themselves and the environment. They are able 
to exchange data and information ‘sensed’ from the environment. Moreover they react 
autonomously to the ‘real/physical world’ events and influence the environment by running 
processes that trigger actions and create services with or without direct human intervention. 
Interfaces in the form of services facilitate interactions with these ‘smart things’ over the 
Internet, query and change their state and any information associated with them, taking into 
account security and privacy issues. 
 
1.2 Wireless Sensor Networks  
 
In our days, the popularity of the wireless sensor networks is increased day by day and they are 
used in many fields of everyday life. A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially 
distributed autonomous sensors which monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as 
temperature, humidity, sound, motion, pressure, etc. These sensors pass their data through the 
network, by using a wireless interface to a main location. Such networks may be bidirectional 
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enabling the control of sensor activity. Today, such networks are used in many industrial and 
consumer applications, such as the control and monitor of the industrial process, in agriculture 
in order to monitor the environmental conditions under which the plants are growing, in 
hospitals to monitor the health of the patients and so on. A typical WSN is a network consisting 
of spatially distributed devices called “nodes”. Each node has attached one or several sensors. 
 
A wireless sensor network typically is consisted of: 
 A wireless interface (with an internal or connected to an external antenna) 
 A microcontroller 
 One or more sensors 
 An electronic circuit for interfacing with the sensors 
 An energy source (usually battery) 
 A memory unit (usually SD card) 
The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging from a few to hundreds of dollars, 
depending on the complexity of the individual sensor nodes. Size and cost constraints on sensor 
nodes result in corresponding constraints on resources such as energy, memory, computational 
speed and communications bandwidth.  
The topology of the WSNs can vary from a simple star network to an advanced multi-
hop wireless mesh network. The propagation technique between the hops of the network can 
be routing or flooding. 
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2 Configurations and Implementation steps 
 
2.1 WiFly Module, Characteristics and configuration commands 
 
The designed wireless platform is based on the RN-XV WiFly [1] module which has been 
designed to meet the IEEE 802.11 [2] standards. The RN-XV module incorporates 802.11 b/g 
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radio, 32 bit processor, TCP/IP stack, real-time clock, crypto accelerator, power management 
unit and analog sensor interface. The module is pre-loaded with Roving firmware to simplify 
integration and minimize the development time of your application. For its simplest 
configuration, the hardware only requires four connections (PWR, TX, RX and GND) to create a 
wireless data connection. 
 
2.1.1 Key Features 
 
WiFly RN-XV module features: 
 Based on common 802.15.4 XBee footprint 
 Ultra low power: 4uA sleep mode, 38mA active 
 Onboard TCP/IP stack includes DHCP, UDP, DNS, ARP, ICMP, HTTP client, FTP client and TCP 
 Firmware configurable transmit power: 0dBm to 12dBm 
 Hardware interfaces: TTL UART 
 Host data rate up to 464Kbps over UART 
 Supports Adhoc and infrastructure networking 
 8 general purpose digital I/O 
 3 analog sensor inputs 
 Real-time clock for time-stamping, auto-sleep, and auto-wakeup modes 
 Accepts 3.3VDC regulated power supply 
 Wire antenna 
 
2.1.2 Footprint and Mounting 
 
The WiFly module is designed to have the same footprint as the 802.15.4 [3] Xbee devices [4]. 
In this way, it offers the ability for an experimenter or user to migrate his or her existing 
802.15.4 architecture to a standard TCP/IP based platform without having to redesign the 
hardware. 
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2.1.3 Serial Communication 
 
The WiFly modules provide a serial port in order to be able to communicate with any 
compatible UART device. They provide a pair of serial pins UART_TX (pin number 1) and 
UART_RX (pin number 2) to can be connected directly to the device’s UART interface. 
The simplest connection with a device requires the VCC, GND, UART_TX and UART_RX pins of 
the WiFly module. On the other hand, in order to update the firmware via serial connection the 
RTS and DTR pins are also required. 
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According to the UART protocol each byte of data starts with a low bit, following by 8 data bits 
in last significant order. The byte ends with a high stop bit. 
Two devices which need to communicate each other using the UART protocol must be 
configured with the same UART settings. These settings are the baud rate, the flow control, the 
data bits, the parity and the stop bits. The baud parameter refers to how many bits per second 
the module is able to transmit through the serial port. The supported by the WiFly module baud 
rates are 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200, 230400, 460800 and 921600. 
 
2.1.4 Modes of Operation 
 
The WiFly module is able to operate in four different modes: 
 Transmit Mode/Receive Mode 
 Sleep Mode 
 Idle Mode 
 Command Mode 
 
Transmit/receive mode 
In transmit and receive mode the module sends or receives data according to a Transport layer 
protocol such as TCP [5] and UDP [6] protocol. The experimenter has to preconfigure the 
module to operate in the desired protocol before to attach it on his/her platform. The 
configuration of the module takes place while the module operates in command mode.  
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 Sleep mode 
The WiFly is able to be set in sleep mode in various ways depending the Transport layer 
protocol that is configured to support (TCP/UDP). 
In TCP mode, the module is able to be set in sleep mode in order to be achieved low power 
consumption. The command “set sys sleep <value>” permits to set the sleep timer. The sleep 
timer is the time in seconds after which the module will go to sleep. This timer is disabled 
during an open TCP connection to avoid data loose. When the TCP connection is closed, the 
module counts down for <value> seconds and puts itself in sleep state. Setting the value=0 
disables the sleep counter and the module will not go into sleep mode. In order to wake up a 
sleeping module we need to set a wake timer differently the WiFly will sleep forever. 
In UDP mode, the module can go in sleep mode using the “set sys autosleep <value>” 
command. After this command, the device will sleep for <value> milliseconds after transmission 
of the first UDP packet. Setting value=0 disables the autosleep timer. 
Using the command “set sys trigger 0x20” we have the ability to put the module to sleep when 
GPIO8 is pulled high. This command makes GPIO 8 an interrupt pin and puts the module to 
sleep as soon as it is pulled HIGH irrespective of the state in which the module is. Even if the 
module is joining a network or has an already active TCP connection open, it will go to sleep 
immediately. This command is useful in cases such as when the module is failing to join a 
network because it is out of range (or any other reason) or if it is required to put the module to 
sleep quickly.  
 
Idle mode 
The WiFly module is in idle mode when it is no transmitting or receiving data and is not in sleep 
mode either. 
Command mode 
In order to configure the WiFly module, it must be set in Command mode. In this state, the 
module recognize the incoming characters as commands and configure its parameters 
according to them. To enter the WiFly module in command mode the user needs to send it a 
special string consisting of three “$” characters (without to being followed by the “\n” 
character) after 250 ms from the last character which is received from the module. When the 
“$$$” string is received the module sends from the serial tx pin an “OK” acknowledgment and it 
is ready to be configured through the user’s commands.  
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 2.1.5 Configuring the WiFly modules   
 
The WiFly module requires a Serial Terminal in order to be configured. Using such a terminal a 
user is able to set the module in command mode to set up its parameters. 
There is a special module which is named USB Explorer [7] and allows to mount the WiFly 
device over it in order to communicate via USB connection with the user’s computer. The USB 
Explorer provides the same footprint with the WiFly module and the Xbee modules as well. 
Thus it does not requires any modification to be connected with the WiFly. The user needs to 
have installed the FTDI [8] drivers in order the communication to be achieved successfully. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, a user is able to configure his/her WiFly using a Serial Terminal software. CoolTerm [9] is a 
very simple and free to download program that allows the communication between the 
computer and an external device via a serial port. 
CoolTerm features: 
 Capability of multiple concurrent connections if multiple serial ports are available. 
 Display of received data in plain text or hexadecimal format. 
 Sending data via key presses as well as a "Send String" dialog that supports data entry in 
plain text or hexadecimal format. 
 Sending data via copy-paste of text into the terminal window. 
 Sending of text files. 
 Capability of capturing received data to text files. 
 Local echo of transmitted data. 
 Local echo of received data (loop back to sender). 
 Hardware (CTS, DTR) and software flow control (XON). 
 Optical line status indicators. 
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 Capability of manually toggling line states of certain handshaking signals when hardware 
flow control is disabled. 
 Configurable character and line delays. 
 Capability of saving and retrieving connection options. 
 
Before use any Serial Terminal software make sure you have set correctly the serial 
communication parameters. These parameters must be equal between the user’s computer 
and the external device. The WiFly module has the following default parameters: 
 Baudrate: 9600 
 Data Bits: 8 
 Parity: none 
 Stop Bits: 1 
An experimenter must change this parameters every time he/her changes a respective 
parameter of the WiFly. In different case it is impossible a communication between the devices 
to be achieved.  
Below is cited a simple example where the WiFly module is configured to connect with an 
Access Point which uses the WPA2 encryption mode  
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WiFly configuration example 
In order to connect to the command mode of WiFly type $$$ without pressing enter. Then the 
module will return CMD that means you are in the command mode. Now you can give SET 
commands to configure WiFly. After the configuration commands you need to save your 
options and finally to reboot it, with reboot command in order the module to operate 
according the new configuration mode. 
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 The default options have dhcp client enabled. 
 By connecting to WiFly through CoolTerm - USB Explorer you can see the obtained IP 
address. 
 You can also telnet to WiFly remotely with: telnet 10.0.0.116 80 
 
 
2.2  Xbee S6B Module, Characteristics and configuration commands 
 
In order to achieve higher speed during the data transmission Xbee S6B module [10] is used. 
This module supports the IEEE 802.11 standards and supports data rates up to 6 Mbps. XBee 
Wi-Fi embedded RF modules provide simple serial to IEEE 802.11b/g/n connectivity. By bridging 
//scan returns availabe wlans 
scan 
 //declare WPA2-PSK as encryption mode 
set wlan auth 4 
 //set password 
set wlan phrase "password" 
 //set ssid 
set wlan ssid "yourssid" 
  
or  
  
//this command cannot be saved 
join "yourssid" 
 //for opening port 80 
 set ip localport 80 
 //to save commands into memory, to be the default options (even 
after rebooting) 
save 
 //reboot system 
reboot 
 //to check the configured parameters type: 
get wlan 
  
or  
  
get wlan ip 
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the low-power and low-cost requirements of wireless device networking with the proven 
infrastructure of 802.11, the XBee Wi-Fi creates new wireless opportunities for energy 
management, wireless sensor networks, process and factory automation, intelligent asset 
management and more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.1 Key Features 
 
Xbee S6B module features: 
 Serial Data Interface: UART up to 1 Mbps, SPI up to 6 Mbps 
 Configuration method: API or AT commands 
 Frequency band: ISM 2.4 GHz 
 ADC Inputs 4 (12-bit) 
 Digital I/O: 10 
 Form Factor: Through-Hole, Surface Mount 
 Security: WPA-PSK, WPA2-PSK and WEP 
 Channels: 13 channels 
 Supply Voltage: 3.14 – 3.46 VDC  
 Transmit Current: up to 309 mA 
 Receive Current: 100 mA 
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2.2.2 Footprint and Mounting 
 
The Xbee S6B module is designed to have the same footprint with the 802.15.4 Xbee devices 
and consequently the WiFly module as well. Thus, it is compatible with the USB Explorer 
devices and therefor can be used in the same way with the WiFly in order to be configured. 
 
 
The Xbee S6B module’s pinout can be seen in the picture below 
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 Xbee S6B pinout 
 
2.2.3 Modes of Operation 
 
The XBee S6B module operates in the same four different modes with the WiFly module: 
 Transmit Mode/Receive Mode 
 Sleep Mode 
 Idle Mode 
 Command Mode 
In each of these four modules the S6B operates on the same way with the WiFly. See chapter 
2.1.4 for more information. 
 
2.2.4 Configuring the XBee S6B module (X-CTU) 
 
Digi International [11] offers a convenient tool for Xbee modules programming which is named 
X-CTU [12]. Using this tool, users are able to upgrade the firmware, update the parameters of 
the module or perform communication testing easily. 
 X-CTU features: 
 Support for all MaxStream products. 
 Integrated terminal window. 
 Easy to use loopback range test. 
 Display of Receive Signal Strength Indictator (RSSI). 
 Upgrade RF module firmware in the field on all XCite modules and XStream modules 
version 4.29 and higher. 
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 Display both ASCII and hexadecimal characters in terminal window. 
 Compose test packets in either ASCII or hexadecimal for transmitting in terminal 
interface. 
 Save and retrieve commonly used module configurations (profiles). 
 Automatically detect module type. 
 Restore factory default parameters. 
 Display help about each of the radio parameters. 
 Program radio profiles in a production environment using command line interface. 
 Integrate with Labview and other production test software through command line 
interface. 
 
 X-CTU offers to the experimenter a variety of options in order to manage, configure and test its 
modules. Depending the module type he/her uses it provides a number of compatible firmware 
which is able to change their parameters through a friendly interface. In addition for each 
parameter it provides a short description of the available options. Then with a single button he 
can upload the new firmware to the module. 
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2.3 Teensy 3.0 
 
Teensy [13] is a breadboard-friendly Arduino-like [14] development board with loads of 
features in a, well, teensy package. Teensy 3.0 brings a 32 bit ARM Cortex microprocessor into 
the mix so you can do some serious number crunching. 
Teensy 3.0 comes pre-flashed with a bootloader [15] so you can program it using the on-board 
USB connection: No external programmer needed! You can program for the Teensy in your 
favorite program editor using C or you can install the Teensyduino [16] add-on for the Arduino 
IDE and write Arduino sketches for Teensy! 
The processor on the Teensy also has access to the USB and can emulate any kind of USB device 
you need it to be, making it great for USB-MIDI and other HID projects. The 32 bit processor 
brings a few other features to the table as well, such as multiple channels of Direct Memory 
Access, several high-resolution ADCs and even an I2S digital audio interface! There are also 4 
separate interval timers plus a delay timer! Oh yeah, and all pins have interrupt capability. Also, 
it can provide system voltage of 3.3V to other devices at up to 100mA. 
 
 
2.3.1 Key Features 
 
Teensy 3.0 features: 
 32 bit ARM Cortex-M4 48 MHz CPU (M4 = DSP extensions) 
 128K Flash Memory, 16K RAM, 2K EEPROM 
 14 High Resolution Analog Inputs (13 bits usable, 16 bit hardware) 
 34 Digital I/O Pins (10 shared with analog) 
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 10 PWM outputs 
 7 Timers for intervals/delays, separate from PWM 
 USB with dedicated DMA memory transfers 
 3 UARTs (serial ports) 
 SPI, I2C, I2S, IR modulator 
 I2S (for high quality audio interface) 
 Real Time Clock (with user-added 32.768 crystal and battery) 
 4 general purpose DMA channels (separate from USB) 
 Touch Sensor Inputs 
 
2.3.2 Arduino 
 
Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform. It embeds a microcontroller 
capable to be programmed and carry out all the necessary operations. Moreover it consists of 
flash memory, ram and EEPROM memory. All the Arduino boards incorporate a number of I/O 
pins (digital and analogue) from which some of them can produce PWM signals. These pins are 
on the top of the board, via female 0.1 inch headers where an external shield can be attached. 
A shield is an interchangeable add-on module that expands the functionality of the Arduino 
board. An Arduino's microcontroller is also pre-programmed with a boot loader that simplifies 
uploading of programs to the on-chip flash memory, compared with other devices that typically 
need an external chip programmer. 
At a conceptual level, when using the Arduino software stack, all boards are programmed over 
an RS-232 serial connection, but the way this is implemented varies by hardware version. Serial 
Arduino boards contain a simple inverter circuit to convert between RS-232-level and TTL-level 
signals. Current Arduino boards are programmed via USB, implemented using USB-to-serial 
adapter chips such as the FTDI FT232. Some variants, such as the Arduino Mini and the 
unofficial Boarduino, use a detachable USB-to-serial adapter board or cable, Bluetooth or other 
methods. (When used with traditional microcontroller tools instead of the Arduino IDE, 
standard AVR ISP programming is used.) 
Arduino can sense the environment by receiving input from a variety of sensors and can affect 
its surroundings by controlling lights, motors, and other actuators. The microcontroller on the 
board is programmed using the Arduino programming language (C or C++ based on Wiring) and 
the Arduino development environment (based on Processing). Arduino projects can be stand-
alone or they can communicate with software running on a computer (e.g. Flash, Processing, 
MaxMSP). 
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2.3.2.1 Arduino Development environment 
 
The Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) [17] is a cross-platform application 
written in Java, and is derived from the IDE for the Processing programming language and the 
Wiring projects. It is designed to introduce programming to artists and other newcomers 
unfamiliar with software development. It includes a code editor with features such as syntax 
highlighting, brace matching, and automatic indentation, and is also capable of compiling and 
uploading programs to the board with a single click. A program or code written for Arduino is 
called a "sketch". Arduino programs are written in C or C++. The Arduino IDE comes with a 
software library called "Wiring" from the original Wiring project, which makes many common 
input/output operations much easier. Users only need define two functions to make a runnable 
cyclic executive program: 
 setup(): a function run once at the start of a program that can initialize settings 
 loop(): a function called repeatedly until the board powers off 
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 It is a feature of most Arduino boards that they have an LED and load resistor connected 
between pin 13 and ground; a convenient feature for many simple tests. The previous code 
would not be seen by a standard C++ compiler as a valid program, so when the user clicks the 
"Upload to I/O board" button in the IDE, a copy of the code is written to a temporary file with 
an extra include header at the top and a very simple main() function at the bottom, to make it a 
valid C++ program. 
The Arduino IDE uses the GNU toolchain and AVR Libc to compile programs, and uses avrdude 
to upload programs to the board. 
As the Arduino platform uses Atmel microcontrollers, Atmel's development environment, AVR 
Studio or the newer Atmel Studio, may also be used to develop software for the Arduino 
 
2.3.3 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
 
A Printed Circuit Board (PCB) mechanically supports and electrically connects electronic 
components using conductive tracks, pads and other features etched from copper sheets 
laminated onto a non-conductive substrate. PCB's can be single sided (one copper layer), 
double sided (two copper layers) or multi-layer. Conductor on different layers are connected 
with plated-through holes called vias. Advanced PCB's may contain components - capacitors, 
resistors or active devices - embedded in the substrate. 
For this thesis, the PCB that is used to incorporate the different modules in order to 
communicate between them has been designed by Fritzing [18]. Fritzing is an open source 
software initiative to support designers and artists ready to move from physical prototyping to 
actual product. It was developed at the University Of Applied Sciences Of Potsdam. The 
software is created in the spirit of Processing and Arduino and allows a designer, artist, 
researcher, or hobbyist to document their Arduino-based prototype and create a PCB layout for 
manufacturing. The complementary website helps to share and discuss drafts and experiences 
as well as to reduce manufacturing costs. In other words, they make electronic items from your 
design. Fritzing provides a variety of electronics components such as buttons, resistors, sensors, 
capacitors etc. Moreover it provides many Arduino boards providing the exact pinout in order 
to design easily the desirable shield. 
Below you can see a premature form of the PCB during its design using the Fritzing tool.  
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 The final form of the designed PCB can be seen in the picture bellow.  
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2.4 D2523T Helical GPS Receiver 
 
The D2523T [19] is a compact GPS smart-antenna engine board, which comes equipped with a 
Sarantel GeoHelix high-gain active antenna and GPS receiver circuits. The module is based 
around the high performance 50-channel u-blox 5 platform. The Omni-directional antenna 
provides great sensitivity, even when you don't have a clear view of the sky. Whether this 
receiver is in your pocket or under your car seat, you are likely to pick up a rock solid GPS signal. 
The module operates at 3.3VDC and outputs standard format NMEA strings over the TTL/UART 
pins. It has up to a 4Hz update rate. 
 
2.4.1 D2523T Helical GPS Receiver features 
 
The specific GPS receiver features: 
 50-channel u-blox engine 
 Omni-directional Sarantel active antenna @ typical gain: +26dBic 
 1 Hz position update rate 
 <1 second time-to-first-fix for hot and aided starts 
 160dBm SuperSense acquisition and tracking sensitivity 
 Accelerated startup at weak signals for modules with KickStart feature 
 Supports AssistNow Online and AssistNow Offline A-GPS services; OMA SUPL compliant 
 High immunity to jamming 
 PCB main board size 25 x 23 mm 
 UART (TTL) interface 
 3.3V supply voltage for low power consumption 
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2.5 Integrated Sensors 
 
The NITOS mobile device incorporates various environmental sensors which are Arduino 
compatible and are able to take measurements about the environmental conditions as the 
user/experimenter moves around with his/her bike. 
The sensors which are integrated with the platform are: 
 A digital temperature and humidity sensor 
 A light intensity sensor 
 A vibration sensor 
 
2.5.1 Temperature and Humidity sensor  
 
SHT11 [20] digital humidity and temperature sensor is the all-round version of the reflow 
solderable humidity sensor series that combines decent accuracy at a competitive price. The 
capacitive humidity sensor is available up to high volumes and as every other sensor type of the 
SHTxx family, it is fully calibrated and provides a digital output. 
 
 
 
SHT11 features:  
 Energy consumption: 80uW (at 12 bit, 3V, 1 measurement/s) 
 RH operating range: 0 – 100% RH 
 T operating range: -40 - +125C (-40 - +257F)  
 RH response time: 8 sec (tau63%) 
 Output: digital (2-wire interface) 
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2.5.2 Light intensity sensor 
 
 
 
This is essentially a photo resistor that changes its resistance depending to the light that it 
receives. To measure the light through this sensor we have designed a simple voltage divider, 
where R2 is a 10KOhm fixed resistor and R1 is the photo resistor (the light sensor), and we are 
sampling in the Vout pin. 
  
 
2.5.3 Piezo Vibration sensor 
 
The Minisense 100 [21] from Measurement Specialties is a low-cost cantilever-type vibration 
sensor loaded by a mass to offer high sensitivity at low frequencies. Useful for detecting 
vibration and 'tap' inputs from a user. A small AC and large voltage (up to +/-90V) is created 
when the film moves back and forth. A simple resistor should get the voltage down to ADC 
Light intensity sensor 
Voltage divider circuit q i   
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levels. Can also be used for impact sensing or a flexible switch. It comes with machine pins that 
allows for horizontal mounting. 
The designed platform uses the vibration sensor in order to be activated and deactivated so 
that to achieve low power consumption. For example when the experimenter has stopped at 
traffic lights the platform senses that doesn’t move and is deactivated. When the experimenter 
is moving again the vibration sensor activates the platform in order to continue selecting data. 
 
 
The vibration sensor features: 
 Flexible PVDF Piezo Polymer Film 
 Wide dynamic range 
 Laminated for higher voltage output 
 Breadboard friendly leads 
 
2.5.4 Compatible modules and sensors 
 
There are many other sensors that are compatible with the NITOS mobile device and can be 
connected with it to enrich its capabilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Camera  Air quality sensor  
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2.6 SD Card 
 
As the platform moves around it collects continuous and various measurements. As it is 
understood the Teensy’s internal memory is not sufficient. That makes necessary the usage of 
external memory such as a SD card. Thus a SD slot was embedded with the platform. In order to 
use the SD card we used the Arduino’s SD Library [22]. Additionally, the communication 
between the microcontroller and the SD card uses the available SPI [23] pins. 
 
 
ZigBee wireless interface  
GSM shield 
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2.7 Power supply 
 
In order to ensure the continuous power supply of the platform, we used a 4AA battery holder 
which provides the required voltage to operate correctly the Teensy, the wireless modules as 
well as the GPS device and the sensors. 
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3 NITOS mobile device 
 
3.1 NITOS mobile device final form  
 
The following picture depicts the final form of the NITOS mobile device where all the modules 
are mounted on the designed PCB.  
 
 
 
Due to its small size and light weight it is very easy to be mounted on a bike. The above picture 
illustrates the platform to be incorporated on an experimenter’s bike. 
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3.2 Wireless modules configuration 
 
The first step to create NITOS mobile device was to configure the two wireless modules in order 
to work properly. The first version of the platform used two WiFly modules. The “WiFly 1” 
module was configured to carry out the transmission of the stored measurements between the 
platform and the Road Side Unit through a TCP connection. On the other hand, the “WiFly 2” 
module was configured to make a scan at specified time intervals for available Access Points. 
The results that the WiFly 2 records are the number of the available Access Points and for each 
AP it reports: 
 The SSID of the Access Point 
 The Channel where the AP operates 
 The Security type 
 The MAC Address 
 The Suites  
In a later version of the platform the WiFly 1 module was replaced by the XBee S6B module in 
order to achieve faster transmission speed without changes at hardware level as well as at code 
level because of the flexibility of the designed platform. 
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 WiFly 1 module configuration: 
As it is previous mentioned the WiFly 1 module was configured in order to establish a TCP 
connection with a TCP server and to transmit the available measurements to the RSU. 
In order to configure the WiFly 1 I connected it with the computer via the USB Explorer. The 
with SET commands the module was configured to be connected with the Road Site Units that 
operate as Access Points with SSID “nitlab”. 
To configure the module to use the TCP protocol we use the: set ip protocol <value> command 
This command sets the IP protocol. Value is a bit mapped setting. To connect to the WiFly GSX 
module over TCP/IP such as Telnet the device must use the TCP Server protocol / bit 2 set. To 
accept both TCP and UDP use value = 3 (bit 1 and bit 2 set) 
 
 
 
To configure the flush size we use the: set comm size <value>  
This command sets the flush size. An IP packet will be sent each time “value” bytes are 
received. Default is 64 bytes. It is recommended to set this value to the largest possible setting 
to maximize TCP/IP performance. Maximum value = 1460 bytes which is the size of a single 
Ethernet frame. 
 
When sending more than a few hundred thousand bytes in a single transaction you should 
enable hardware flow control. Your hardware will need to actively monitor CTS. Flow control is 
not enabled by default.  
Flow control is set using with the command: set uart flow 1  
It is possible to operate higher baudrates (greater than 115K) without flow control if packets 
are uniform and an application protocol is used to ensure that each packet data is delivered on 
the remote side before the next packet is sent. However, given the uncertainty of packet delays 
in a TCP/IP network and the effects of interference and retries inherent in wireless networks, 
flow control is usually required whenever large, contiguous quantities of data are being written 
to the UART to guarantee no data is lost. 
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The default functions of GPIO 4, 5, 6 is to control LED functionality. This default functionality 
can be overridden to allow user programmable IO or alternate IO functionality by using the set 
sys iofunc <mask> command. Value is entered as a hex number. 
For example, to use the alternate functions of the LEDs, the sequence of commands would be: 
 
 
 
 
 
In embedded applications it is useful to monitor and control the status of the TCP/IP 
connection. This can be done by enabling the alternate function of GPIO 4, 5 and 6. With the 
alternate function for these GPIO set, the module will connect to the stored remote host IP 
address and port when GPIO-5 is driven high and disconnect when driven low. The TCP/IP 
connection status can be monitored by reading GPIO-6, high = connected, low = not connected.  
Here is how to set the WiFly module to connect using GPIO-5 and GPIO-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the remote host run your application or other software that opens and listens on the 
<port>. Connect GPIO-5 to your embedded processor or other control signal. When GPIO-5 is 
driven high a connection will be attempted. When GPI0-5 is driven low the connection will be 
closed. If the connection to the remote host is successful GPIO-6 will go high. If the COMM 
OPEN and REMOTE strings are set you should see the *OPEN* messages on the UART and the 
*HELLO* at the remote host. 
 
set sys iofunc 0x70 // enable alternate function for GPIO 6, 5 and 4 
save // store configuration 
reboot // reboot the module 
<2.21> set ip host <addr> // set the IP address of the remote host 
<2.21> set ip remote <port> // set the IP port of the remote host 
<2.21> set sys iofunc 0x70 // set alternate function for GPIO 4, 5 and 6 
<2. 21> save // save settings in config file 
<2. 21> reboot // reboot the module 
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WiFly 2 module configuration: 
The WiFly 2 module performs a periodically scan for available Access Points. Therefore, it 
doesn’t need any special configuration. The Teensy is responsible to force the WiFly to enter in 
command mode, make a scan, report back to it the scan results and then to exit the command 
mode. 
 
//enter in command mode. Give $$$ without enter 
$$$ 
 
//declare WPA2-PSK as encryption mode 
set wlan auth 4 
  
//set password 
set wlan phrase "password" 
  
//set ssid 
set wlan ssid nitlab 
  
//this command cannot be saved 
join nitlab 
  
//for opening port 80 
 set ip localport 80 
 
//for TCP protocol 
set ip protocol 1 
 
//set maximum flash size 
set comm size 1460 
 
//enable uart flow 
set uart flow 1   
//set baud rate at 115200 
set uart baudrate 115200 
 
//to save commands into memory, to be the default options (even after rebooting) 
save 
  
//reboot system 
reboot 
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 3.3 Wireless modules integration 
 
Thereafter the next step was to establish the communication between the two wireless 
interfaces and the Teensy 3.0 module. As the footprints between the WiFly module and the 
XBee S6B module are exactly the same the steps which connect the modules with the Teensy 
are the same. The minimum required connection demands that the wireless modules are 
powered up through Teensy’s 3.3V power pin as well as they communicate with the Teensy 
module through the serial ports. A typical connection between the Teensy and the WiFly 
module is illustrated in the picture below. 
 
 
 
Teensy 3.0 provides three different pairs of serial ports (Serial 1: tx1-rx1, Serial 2: tx2-rx2, Serial 
3: tx3-rx3). Therefore, the WiFly module was connected with the Serial 2 port while on the 
other hand the XBee S6B module was connected with the Serial 3 port. 
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 3.4 GPS module integration 
 
The D2523T-6 GPS module that is integrated with the NITOS mobile device demands a supply 
voltage of 3.3V in order to operate correctly. Moreover, the received measurements/data are 
able to be transmitted to the Teensy via a Serial port. The GPS module is connected with the 
Serial 1 port of the Teensy in order this serial communication to be achieved. The Serial 1 port is 
configured to operate at the baud of 9600.  
The pins definition can be seen in the table below: 
 
 
 
In our deployment we used the EM-406 Connector Breakout [24] in order to connect the GPS 
with the Arduino board that is illustrated in the following image. 
 
This is a more universal GPS breakout board that uses a vertical SMD connector which is perfect 
for the GPS receiver. It features 2 mounting holes and through-hole connections for wires or 
headers. Using that board with the D2523T-6, the pins that are connected with the Teensy 
board are differ from the indicated. 
 The connection is the following: 
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 EM-406 Teensy board 
5V Led indicator 
GND RX 
RX VCC (3.3V) 
TX GND 
1PPS TX 
 
D2523T-6 is compatible with Arduino's TinyGPS [25] library. This library provides: position 
(latitude and longitude), date, time, altitude, speed, course and distance from a specific point. 
Some useful functions that TinyGPS library provides are: 
 satellites(): the number of satellites, which the GPS communicates with. 
 hdop(): converts a course to a compass direction like "SSE" 
 fix_age(): returns the number of ms since the data was encoded. In case the number is 
bigger than 1000 the data consider as old. That means that the GPS may has lost the 
connectivity with the satellites. 
In order to use the library we simply create an instance of an 
object TinyGPS like this: 
 
 
 
 
Establishing a fix 
TinyGPS objects depend on an external source, i.e. its host program, to feed valid and up-to-
date NMEA GPS data. This is the only way to make sure that TinyGPS’s notion of the “fix” is 
current. Three things must happen to get valid position and time/date: 
 We must feed the object serial NMEA data. 
 The NMEA sentences must pass the checksum test. 
 The NMEA sentences must report valid data. If the $GPRMC sentence reports a validity 
of “V” (void) instead of “A” (active), or if the $GPGGA sentence reports fix type “0″ (no 
fix) then those sentences are discarded. 
To test whether the TinyGPS object contains valid fix data, we pass the address of an unsigned 
long variable for the “fix_age” parameter in the methods that support it. If the returned value is 
TinyGPS::GPS_INVALID_AGE, then we know the object has never received a valid fix. If not, then 
fix_age is the number of milliseconds since the last valid fix. If we are “feeding” the object 
#include "TinyGPS.h" 
TinyGPS gps; 
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regularly, fix_age should probably never get much over 1000. If fix_age starts getting large, that 
may be a sign that we once had a fix, but have lost it. 
 
3.5 Sensors integration 
 
Each sensor on the board is connected with the Teensy and communicates with the 
microcontroller. The microcontroller can implement a variety of existing protocols that 
commercial sensors supports, as a result to be able to communicate and monitor the values of 
each attached sensor. After monitoring the values of each sensor, it stores the measurements 
in the SD card in order to be transmitted from the WiFly module when it will be connected with 
a Road Side Unit. The developed mobile device can be powered by a 4AA battery kit or by a PC 
through USB connection.  
 
 
4 Road Side Units (RSU) 
 
Road Side Units (RSU) are gateway nodes distributary deployed, in order to provide connectivity 
to the NITOS mobile sensing devices. They feature an Ethernet interface as well as an 802.11 
wireless interface. All the RSUs have the same SSID and uses the same security type (WPA2) 
with the same password. When a NITOS mobile platform is in the range of the RSU it 
establishes a connection with it and opens a TCP connection to a specific port. Then it starts 
transmitting the available stored data to the RSU.  
On the other hand, the server receives the data and then it processes them. Therefore, it 
uploads and stores the extracted data in a specific database located in the NITOS server for 
future process and usage. 
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 Icarus node configured as a RSU 1 
The following picture illustrates the integrated Network Architecture of the NITOS mobile 
framework. 
 
 
 
 
5 Measurements Map Depiction 
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As the collected measurements do not have a uniform type, they cannot be presented as a 
whole. In order to visualize the collected measurements a user friendly web interface is 
provided. Measurements Map Depictions [26] is a framework that offers to the users the ability 
to view the desired information through a collection of Google Maps using the provided API 
[27]. 
According to the user’s choice, the tool parses the above mentioned database where the RSU 
stored the data in order to provide the appropriate measurements. These measurements are 
depicted on the Google Map with clickable marks which pops up the available information for 
the specific location. 
Below, is described the functionality for each separate map. 
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5.1 Full Map of Wi-Fi Access Points 
 
Selecting the Full Map of Wi-Fi Access Points (figure below) the user is able to examine all the 
Wi-Fi Access Points which have been collected through the mobile sensor platform.  
Through clickable marks the user has the ability to see the available information for that point. 
Such information are: 
 The time and the date of the measurement 
 The speed of the vehicle 
 The temperature and humidity of the environment for the specific point 
 The light intensity 
 The number of the scanned Access Points 
 
Moreover, for each available Access Point the user is able to see through the pop up window 
more details for the specific AP. 
Such details are: 
 The SSID of the AP 
 The RSSI of the AP 
 The Channel where the AP operates 
 The Security type of the AP 
 The MAC address of the AP  
 
In this way is gradually created a full map of the Wi-Fi Access Points in each neighborhood. As 
the number of the available Access Points varies from place to place they are illustrated on the 
map with marks of different size and color. 
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5.2    Open and Secured Wi-Fi Access Points 
 
 
According to the measurements which are collected from the aforementioned platform, the 
Open and Secured Wi-Fi Access Points map is emerged as well. The map depicts the areas 
where at least one Wi-Fi Access Point which has not security is located. These “open” Access 
Points are represented on the map with green mark in contrast with the secured which are 
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depicted with a red one. In this way, the user may be informed about the districts where he is 
able to find a non-secured Wi-Fi. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3     Environmental measurements 
 
 
Another interesting map that is emerged from the collected data is the environmental 
measurements map. Through this map the experimenter is able to view the environmental 
conditions that were existed at each point of the map for the specific date and time. In this 
way, one can observe the variation of the measurements from place to place as well as from 
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day to day. Such measurements are the temperature, the humidity, the air quality (CO2, smoke 
etc.), the light intensity and many more according to the sensors that are connected to the 
platform. 
 
 
 
 
5.4 WiFi Access Point found from all users   
 
In this map the user/experimenter has the ability to view all the last routes and measurements 
that each platform has measured where the measurements from each bicycle are illustrated 
with a different color. 
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5.5 Merged WiFi Access Points found from all users 
 
In this map, the experimenter has the ability to view the last measurements from each bicycle 
merged according to a chosen distance in meters. All the marks included within the desired 
radio are merged in a single point that contains all the available information and excludes any 
duplicate measurements.  
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6 Measurements’ Graphs Web Interface 
 In order the users to be able to visualize the received measurements another tool is also 
provided. Measurements’ Graphs is a web interface where the experimenter is able to view 
through a variation of graphs all the collected from the platform measurements; environmental 
and AP information as well. In addition, the web interface offers the user the ability to select 
the number of measurements he/her wants to illustrate and makes the appropriate 
adjustments to the graphs.  
As new measurements are stored to the database from the Road Side Units the tables and the 
graphs of the web interface are updated automatically using the AJAX technology. 
 
 
 
In the pictures bellow are illustrated the available graphs. These graphs illustrate temperature, 
humidity and light values. Moreover, there are available graphs concerning the available Access 
Points the channel where they operate and their RSSI as well. 
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7 Indicatively time metrics for the platform 
 
The designed platform required a mean time of 1500ms in order to join in an existing network. 
On the other hand it leaves the network almost instantly in about 5ms 
Transmission rates: 
 Using the WiFly module the platform has the ability to transmit using a baud of 115200 
bytes/s or 11.52 KB/s 
 Using the XBee S6B module platform can transmit using a baud of 1Mbps 
Entering in command mode: 
 The platform requires 250ms after the last sent bytes in order to enter successfully in 
command mode. Otherwise, the “$$$” string which is required in order to set the 
platform in command mode will be also transmitted on the other side.  
 To configure the WiFly with a set-type command, save the configuration and reboot the 
module, it requires 500ms. If we need to configure the module with more than one 
command, for each additional command 1ms is added 
The following graph illustrates the average time that the platform requires in order to enter in 
command mode, perform a full scan of Access Points and then exit the command mode. As 
many APs are found, the required time the module needs to store them is increased. 
 
Required ms/scanned Aps. During this time the platform enters in command mode, performs a scan for the available Aps and 
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 Finally, the time that the platform needs in order to store a full measurement mainly depends 
from the interval an experimenter need in order to store consecutive measurements. On the 
other hand, this interval cannot be smaller than about 3500ms, which is the time that the 
platform needs to perform a scan which can detect a large number of Access Points. 
 
8 Publication and Demonstration of the presented thesis  
 
The work introduced in this thesis was published and presented through a demonstration [29] 
at ACM WiNTECH 2013 conference [30]: The 8th ACM International Workshop on Wireless 
Network Testbeds, Experimental Evaluation and Characterization Miami, Florida, September 
30th, 2013  
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